
Test installer question for Install Fest 2019 

1. What kind of heat exchange does not exist?: 
1. thermal conductivity 
2. convection  
3. stratification 
4. infrared radiation 

2. Which of the following parameters are not measured by the heat meter?:  
1.  flow of the heat conductor 
2. supply temperature 
3. air temperature 
4. return temperature  

3. What kind of heat transfer depends, first of all, on the properties of the materials 
that come in contact with each other? 

1. thermal conductivity 
2. stratification 
3. convection 
4. radiation 

4. What kind of heat exchange can occur in the absence of direct contact between 
the source of heat and the heated material? 

1. thermal conductivity 
2. stratification 
3. convection 
4. radiation 

5. What kind of heat transfer leads to the movement of a  heating medium under the 
influence of changes in its density? 

1. thermal conductivity 
2. stratification 
3. convection 
4. radiation 

6. What is the phenomenon of stratification of water in a large capacity at different 
altitudes, due to different temperatures of water layers?  

1. thermal conductivity 
2. stratification 
3. convection 
4. radiation 

7. Which values are registered by a heat meter? 
1. thermal power 
2. amount of thermal energy 
3. temperature difference 
4. temperature pressure 

8. What does the amount of heat you want to spend to heat the item not depend on? 
1. the specific heat of the material the item is made of 
2. weight of the item 
3. the density of the item 
4. the temperature difference by which you want to heat the item 

9. In which case will you need more heat? 
1. heating 10 kg of water at a temperature difference of 50 degrees Celsius 
2. heating 100 kg of water at a temperature difference of 5 degrees Celsius  
3. heating 1000 kg of water at a temperature difference of 2.5 degrees Celsius  



4. heating 2000 kg of water at a temperature difference of 1 degree Celsius  
10. In which units the amount of thermal energy cannot be measured 

1. calorie 
2. joule 
3. kWh 
4. watt 

11. What is the amount of thermal energy that is allocated per unit of time? 
1. thermal power 
2. amount of heat 
3. thermal conductivity 
4. heat capacity 

12. What amount of thermal energy is greater? 
1. 1 Gcaloria 
2. 10 00 kWh 
3. 1000 calories 
4. 1 Mcaloria 

13. On what parameter does the heat output of the radiator not depend on? 
1. the material the radiator is made of 
2. the temperature difference between the radiator and the air in the room  
3. the amount of heat conductor passing through the radiator per unit of time 
4. diameter of the pipelines connecting radiator and the heating system. 

14. What is the name of a heating system in which all the radiators are connected in 
parallel to different sections of the pipelines?  

1. one-pipe 
2. two-pipe 
3. collector 
4. gravitational 

15. What is the name of a heating system in which all the radiators are connected in 
series, with possibility of bypas (roundabout) around each radiator? 

1. one-pipe 
2. two-pipe 
3. collector 
4. gravitational 

16. Which of the listed heating systems can control the supply of heat conductor to 
each radiator from single point? 

1. one-pipe 
2. two-pipe 
3. collector 
4. gravitational 

17. Which of the listed heating systems can last for a long time without a circulating 
pump? 

1. one-pipe 
2. two-pipe 
3. collector 
4. gravitational 

18. What is the name of a heating system in which the pressure of the hear conductor 
in the boiler depends on the height at which the highest radiator is installed?  

1. closed 
2. open 



3. collector 
4. hybrid 

19. What is the name for phenomenon of noise formation caused by bubbles of gas or 
steam that collapse when the liquid flow passes through a section of a pipeline with a 
sharp narrowing? 

1. boiling 
2. cavitation 
3. stratification 
4. infiltration 

20. What does the heat loss of a heated home not depend on ? 
1. kind of pipelines in the heating system 
2. area of walls, windows and floors 
3. the material from which the walls of the building are made  
4. the difference in temperature between the air inside and the air outside the 
building 

21. What is a name of a value that shows the ratio between the heat energy emitted 
during the burning of energy carrier and thermal energy that was brought to the 
consumer? 

1. Efficiency   
2. Performance factor 
3. Conversion rate 
4. Heat transfer efficiency 

22. What is the name of the force with which water presses on the walls of the 
pipelines when the flow of hear conductor is absent? 

1. static pressure 
2. dynamic pressure drop 
3. hydraulic resistance 
4. loss of pressure 

23. What is the value that indicates the loss of pressure resulting from friction in the 
pipelines, which must be overcome by the heat conductor when passing through the 
pipeline? 

1. static resistance 
2. hydraulic resistance 
3. dynamic resistance 
4. electrical resistance 

24. What is the name of a device that allows automatic gas boiler to change the 
temperature of the heat conductor, depending on the air temperature in the street?  

1. thermostat 
2. chronothermostat ( programmer ) 
3. external temperature sensor 
4. remote control 

25. Which part of the wall of the building is better for mounting an external 
temperature sensor? 

1.  the northern 
2. the southern 
3. the western 
4. the eastern 

26. Which heater controller operates based  on / off principle  only when the 
temperature in the room reaches the value set on the controller? 



1. thermostat 
2. external temperature sensor 
3. chronothermostat ( programmer ) 
4. cascade controller 

27. Which of the listed devices can change the set temperature value during the day 
and on different days of the week? 

1. mechanical thermostat 
2. electronic thermostat 
3. chronothermostat ( programmer ) 
4. air temperature sensor 

28. Which of these devices cannot be connected to boiler by solid wire? 
1. electronic thermostat 
2. mechanical thermostat 
3. radio programmer 
4. remote control 

29. Which of the listed devices can have a geo-fencing function for indoor temperature 
control based on geo-location data of cell phones of people living in the building? 

1. smart thermostat 
2. mechanical thermostat 
3. radio programmer 
4. remote control 

30. What is the preferable location of thermostat in the house to be mounted? 
1. on the outer wall 
2. on the internal partition 
3. near the window 
4. behind the door or behind the closet 

31. Which of the following devices is intended for forced air supply to the boiler?  
1. fan 
2. smoke pump 
3. traction limiter 
4. a pressostat  

32. Which of the following devices is designed to improve the process of smoke-
removal from a boiler with insufficient chimney draft? 

1. fan 
2. smoke pump 
3. draft controller 
4. pressostat 

33. Which of the following devices is intended to control the correct operation of the 
wall gas boiler fan? 

1. NTC sensor 
2. pressostat 
3. circulation pump 
4. ignition board 

34. Through which coaxial flue pipe the wall turbine gas boiler throws out the exhaust 
gases out in the street? 

1. on the inside 
2. on the outside 
3. on both pipes at the same time 
4. on the outside, when taking air from the room 



35. What is the water head? 
1. pressure difference between suction and supply nozzles of the pump 
2. the amount of water passing for the unit of time through the pipeline 
section 
3. height of the highest point in a closed heating system  
4. maximum jet length that will be generated if you open the water tap  

36. Which of these valves can provide for the admixing of the thermal conductor 
along two contours simultaneously? 

1. 3-way switching valve 
2. 3-way mixing valve 
3. 4-way mixing valve 
4. 2-way switching valve 

37. Which device is capable of converting a signal from the controller to the 
mechanical movement of the stem of the rotary 3-way mixing valve? 

1. servo drive 
2. drive-controller 
3. thermoelectric drive 
4. direct action drive 

38. Which device does not need an external controller to create a system that is able 
to regulate the temperature of the thermal carrier in combination with a rotary 4-way 
mixing valve? 

1. servo drive 
2. drive-controller 
3. thermoelectric drive 
4. thermostatic regulator 

39. Which device is better for quick changing of the flow direction of the heat 
conductor in the heating circuit of the indirect heat boiler?  

1. 2-way mixing valve 
2. 3-way switching valve 
3. 4-way mixing valve 
4. 3-way valve with thermostatic regulator 

40. Which device is designed to reduce the impact of circulation pumps in the heat 
source circuit and in the heating contours, if the performance of all pumps is 
significantly different? 

1. hydraulic collector 
2. hydraulic distributor (arrow) 
3. buffer capacity 
4. 3-way mixing valve 

41. Which device is designed to reduce the pressure loss in the pipeline if significant 
number of consumers of the heat conductor are connected to the small portion of the 
pipe?: 

1. hydraulic collector 
2. hydraulic distributor (arrow) 
3. bypass valve 
4. 3-way mixing valve 

42. What should be the inclination of the internal pipe of the coaxial flue of a 
traditional turbine gas boiler? 

1. strictly horizontal 
2. only vertical 



3. a little bit downwards from the boiler  
4. a little bit upwards from the boiler 

43. The inclination of the coaxial flue of the condensing wall gas boiler should be 
directed? 

1. strictly horizontally 
2. only vertically 
3. a little bit downwards from the boiler 
4. a little bit upwards from the boiler  

44. Which device is designed to reduce the impact of atmospheric precipitation and 
wind gusts on the operation of a wall gas boiler with a closed combustion chamber?  

1. deflector of wind protection 
2. chimney extension 
3. ventilation cap 
4. coaxial elbow 

45. What fluid suits best as a heat conductor for heating systems? 
1. water 
2. aqueous solution of ethyl alcohol 
3. aqueous solution of propylene glycol 
4. 100% propylene glycol 

46. Which device is intended for the forced transport of combustion products of a flue 
gas boiler for chimneys with substantially smaller diameter than the diameter of the 
flue at the outlet of the boiler? 

1. fan 
2. semi-turbo extension  
3. a pressostat  
4. deflector of wind protection 

47. Which device is designed for self-removal of air from pipelines without human 
intervention? 

1. bleed screw 
2. shut-off valve 
3. deslimer 
4. automatic air-purge valve ( air cleaner ) 

48. Which device is designed for separating air and gases that are dissolved in water 
from the water flow and their discharge outside the pipelines? 

1. bleed screw 
2. deslider 
3. deaerator 
4. anti-vacuum valve 

49. Which device is better for automatic maintenance of the heat conductor pressure 
in the closed heating system at a level not lower than the minimum allowable value? 

1. automatic air-purge valve 
2. water pressure reducer 
3. automatic feeder 
4. pumping station 

50. Which device is designed to maintain the return water temperature of the boiler 
operating on biomass, at a value above the dew point temperature?  

1. safety valve 
2. anti-condensation thermal valve 
3. thermal discharge valve 



4. expansion tank 
51. Which device is not included in boiler safety group? 

1. thermal discharge valve 
2. automatic air-purge valve 
3. manometer 
4. safety valve 

52. Between which device and boiler the shut-off valves cannot be installed? 
1. security group 
2. expansion tank 
3. circulation pump 
4. anti - condensation valve 

53. What does safety valve protect boiler from? 
1. low water pressure in the boiler 
2. boiler operation without water 
3. boiler operation at high temperature 
4. the high pressure of the heat conductor in the boiler 

54. Which device may be absent in the boiler house with a solid fuel boiler? 
1. safety assembly  
2. anti-condensation valve 
3. expansion tank 
4. differential bypass valve 

55. Which device used in solid fuel boiler pipework has the biggest water capacity? 
1. expansion tank 
2. buffer hopper 
3. hydraulic separator 
4. thermal battery 

56. What does boiler safety valve protect from? 
1. a boiler operation without water 
2. boiler operation at low temperature 
3. damage to the boiler due to high water pressure  
4. boiler operation at high temperature 

57. What value can be set on a regulated safety valve? 
1. opening pressure 
2. closing pressure 
3. opening temperature 
4. maximum heat conductor level in the boiler 

58. What function is not performed by the valve for the expansion tank? 
1. discharge of water from the expansion tank 
2. shutdown of pressure in the heating system 
3. rapid dismantling of expansion tank through  
dismountable  connection to the gasket 
4. maintaining air pressure in the expansion tank 

59. Which device is used to turn off the supply of heat conductor to the collector in the 
pipeline circuit, in systems of zonal regulation of room temperature? 

1. thermoelectric drive 
2. hydraulic drive 
3. electromagnetic valve 
4. 3-point servo 



60. Which of the devices can adjust the operating temperature directly on the valve 
body? 

1. thermal anti-condensation valve 
2. rotary 3-way mixing valve 
3. 3-way thermostatic mixing valve 
4. thermal discharge valve 

61. Which device is designed to measure water pressure in pipelines?  
1. manometer 
2. thermometer 
3. differential manometer 
4. thermoanemometer 

62. Which device is used to reduce the temperature of the measured medium for the 
manometer? 

1. manifold shut-off valve 
2. bellows tube 
3. key-operated tap of manometer  
4. separation membrane 

63. What is the name of a device that can measure and display pressure and also can 
include or exclude an electrical mechanism at certain pressure values?  

1. thermomanometer 
2. electro-contact gauge 
3. pressure relay 
4. press-controller 

64. Which element is usually not part of the quick mounting pumping group? 
1. circulation pump 
2. 3-way mixing valve 
3. reverse valve 
4. 2-way switching valve 

65. Which pump group better serves the purpose of fast charging of the DHW tank? 
1. Direct with integrated circulating pump 
2. Mixing with 3-way motorized valve 
3. Mixing with 3-way thermostatic mixing valve 
4. Direct with built-in plate heat exchanger 

66. What element in the pump group protects the normal circulation pump from 
running on a closed tap? 

1. check valve 
2. taps with built-in thermometers 
3. differential bypass valve 
4. 3-way mixing valve 

67. Where should pumping groups of quick mounting be installed? 
1. directly on the boiler 
2. on the hydraulic manifold 
3. on the heat accumulator 
4. on the expansion tank 

68. Which of the flue elements is designed to reduce draft in case if it is too strong? 
1. deflector of wind protection 
2. thermal cap 
3. automatic draft limiter 
4. vane 



69. Where mounting of automatic draft limiter is no recommended? 
1. on the horizontal section of the flue at the exit of the boiler 
2. on the vertical section of the flue over the boiler 
3. on the vertical section of the flue below the boiler level 
4. on the part of the flue that runs in the street 

70. Which device is capable of measuring both the temperature and the  heat 
conductor pressure 

1. thermohygrometer 
2. thermoanemometer 
3. manometric thermometer 
4. thermomanometer 

71. What is the non-scientific name for the device designed exclusively for heating 
water for sanitary purposes with the use of electric energy ? 

1. one-circuit boiler 
2. boiler 
3. solar collector 
4. heat pump 

72. Which of these types of water heaters can heat water by taking energy from 
several different sources of thermal energy simultaneously?  

1. electric boiler 
2. electrode boiler 
3. combined boiler 
4. direct-flow electric water heater 

73. Which of these DHW appliances has the highest efficiency?  
1. electric boiler 
2. gas boiler 
3. indirect heating boiler 
4. direct-flow electric water heater 

74. Which element is not part of the boiler safety assembly? 
1. shut-off valve 
2. check valve 
3. safety valve 
4. hydraulic shock absorber 

75. What is a boiler with wet heating element? 
1. a heater with filament of heating (conductor) in contact with water 
2. a heater with a metallic body of heating element in contact with water 
3. a heater that heats the flange tube with its surface, and with flange tube  
warming the water thereafter 
4. a heater that heats the air in the flange body, the air heats the metal 
flange, and the flange heats the water afterwards. 

76. What is a boiler with a dry heating element? 
1. a heater whose part of the body does not come in contact with water 
2. a heater without direct contact of heating element with water 
3. a heater with water heating through a pipe through which the thermal 
conductor  passes 
4. a heater with water heating without electricity 

77. What part of the water heater protects the inner surface of the tank from 
corrosion? 

1. thermal insulation 



2. heating element 
3. temperature controller 
4. magnesium anode 

78. What makes a direct-flow electric water heater more efficient than a capacitive 
boiler? 

1. more efficient electric heating element 
2. in the direct-flow heater, the electric current directly heats the water  
3. in the direct-flow heater there are no energy losses to maintain a given 
water temperature 
4. a direct-flow heater heats water quicker than a capacitive one of identical 
power 

79. Which appliance in combination with an electric boiler should be used to prevent 
the increase in pressure of water when heated? 

1. safety valve 
2. check valve 
3. expansion tank 
4. pressure reducer 

80. What method can be used to detect a sealing defect in gas pipeline? 
1. using a soap solution 
2. with the help of a lighter 
3. using a graphite lubricant paste 
4. with the help of a paint on a basis of red lead 

81. What to do if the sharp surface of thread is eating the tow and not kept on 
thread? 

1. to wind tow in a clockwise direction 
2. to wind several turns clockwise and several turns counterclockwise 
3. to put notches on the thread and wind the tow  
4. before winding tow lubricate the threads with pasta for tow. 

82. Which of these sealing materials cannot be used at the connection of plastic 
fittings? 

1. anaerobic sealant ("liquid  FUM") 
2. thread for packing 
3. FUM tape 
4. tow 

83. Which is better to be used to seal the joints between the washbasin and the wall?  
1. silicone sealant 
2. tow with paste 
3. mounting foam 
4. technical vaseline 

84. What is better to be used to lubricate the seals of non- pressure internal sewer? 
1. silicone sealant 
2. technical vaseline 
3. liquid FUM 
4. paste for tow 

85. Which is better to be used to handle the joint seal between the edges of the film 
for the warm floor? 

1. technical vaseline 
2. silicone sealant 
3. reinforced adhesive tape 



4. PVAС glue 
86. Which device is used to reduce water pressure in the water supply? 

1. water pressure reducer 
2. hydraulic shock absorber   
3. flow controller 
4. pressure differential regulator 

87. Which device is used to reduce the vibrations on the pipelines in case of sharp 
closure of  faucet on mixer? 

1. water pressure reducer 
2. hydraulic shock absorber  
3. pressure differential regulator 
4. aerator on the mixer  

88. What element is not required ' in cold water meter pipework in private homes? 
1. U-shaped filter 
2. check valve 
3. ball valve 
4. pressure reducer 

89. What is a water meter with pulse output? 
1. This is a device that records the amount of water consumed and measures 
its density 
2. This is a device that records water consumption and the time when it was 
consumed 
3. This is a water meter with electrical switching mechanism when  
certain  volume of water is consumed 
4. This is a device that measures the amount of thermal energy  

90. What should by captured by a gas filter? 
1. water from the gas pipeline 
2. gas condensate 
3. the steel residues formed in the pipe when it is welded 
4. impurities in the gas that are not burnt in a boiler 

91. What is the odor of "natural gas" supplied to household consumers?  
1. natural gas does not smell 
2. natural gas does not smell but it has the odor of "rotten potatoes" in its 
composition  
3. the natural gas has  of "rotten cabbage" odorant added to its composition 
4. air and nitrogen are added to the natural gas to procure the "onion" smell 

92. What gas is the main source of energy in the "natural gas"?  
1. methane 
2. propane 
3. butane 
4. oxygen 

93. Which purpose is served by dielectric insert on gas pipelines when connected to a 
gas boiler? 

1. does not let through solid metal particles (works like a filter) 
2. reduces vibration from the boiler to the pipelines  
3. prevents the passage of electric current between the pipeline and the boiler  
4. protects against corrosion of a steel pipe and a stainless steel hose 

94. What function does the shut-off electromagnetic gas valve perform? 
1. stops the gas supply to the pipeline by command from the gas detector  



2. stops gas supply to the pipeline if it detects a high concentration of carbon 
monoxide 
3. regulates the gas pressure in the gas pipeline 
4. acts as an electromagnetic filter, delaying the metal garbage in the 
pipeline 

95. Which gas is needed to ensure the combustion of methane? 
1. nitrogen 
2. carbon monoxide 
3. oxygen 
4. carbon dioxide 

96. What is the regulated gas pressure in the domestic gas pipeline for end users? 
1. 200 mm water 
2. 2 atm . 
3. 2 bar 
4. 2 kg / cm2 

97. What does the draft that is formed in the flue channel depend on? 
1. the height of the house 
2. the flue diameter 
3. the difference between the temperature at the outlet of the boiler and the 
air in the street 
4. the material of the external pipe of the insulated flue  

98. Where does condensation come from in a condensing gas boiler? 
1. This is a water vapor that was part of natural gas  
2. This is a moisture from the air that is required for the combustion reaction 
3. This is the result of the chemical reaction of combustion of methane  
4. This is the result of incomplete combustion of natural gas  

99. Why the chimneys are warmed up in the street? 
1. to reduce the air temperature in the street 
2. to reduce heat loss due to flue gases 
3. to lift draft in the flue and reduce the condensate dropout 
4. to increase the heat transfer efficiency in the boiler  

100.          Which device should be preferably used to complete a stand-alone flue for 
the solid-fuel boiler if there are no obstacles that can cause turbulent air mass flows? 

1. thermal cone 
2. thermal cap  
3. vane 
4. there should be an unheated pipe without end element 

101.          What element should be in the bottom end of the insulated flue for a solid 
fuel boiler? 

1. inspection cap 
2. chimney draft limiter 
3. condensate collector ( baler + deck ) 
4. plug 

102.          Which material is not preferred to be used for construction of a chimney 
channel for a solid fuel boiler? 

1. stainless steel 
2. asbestos-cement pipe 
3. red brick 
4. ceramic pipe 



103.          How the connection between the polypropylene pipes and polypropylene 
fittings is made? 

1. by polyphase welding 
2. by soldering with the use flux  
3. by compression fitting with sealing of rubber ring on the outside of the pipe 
4. by compression fitting with sealed rubber ring in the inner part of the pipe 

104.          What temperature is recommended for high-quality soldering of 
polypropylene pipelines 

1. 210 degrees Celsius 
2. 260 degrees Celsius 
3. 310 degrees Celsius 
4. 200-300 degrees Celsius 

105.          What kind of polypropylene fitting is better to apply if you need to solder-in 
a pipe of 25 mm diameter in a pipe of 63 mm diameter  

1. T-fitting with reducing pipe-joint  
2. triple knee 
3. shoulder 
4. welded saddle 

106.          What fitting performs the function of passing the flow of fluid in only one 
clearly defined direction? 

1. gearbox 
2. bypass valve 
3. check valve 
4. balancing valve 

107.          What kind of fitting does not come in the polypropylene case? 
1. ball valve 
2. radiator crane 
3. U-like filter 
4. Delimiter  

108.          What kind of fitting is used to compensate for the expansion of the straight 
section of the pipeline from polypropylene? 

1. bypass 
2. cross-piece 
3. compensation loop 
4. thermoresistor  coupling 

109.          What kind of fitting is used when you need to temporarily close the end of  
the polypropylene pipeline? 

1. plug 
2. nipple 
3. clutch 
4. knee 

110.          What polypropylene fitting is used to make flange connection of 
polypropylene and steel pipeline? 

1. coupling 
2. weld saddle 
3. shoulder 
4. bypass 



111.         What is the correct name of fitting, which is used for further connection to the  
polypropylene  pipe section of water supply  to the instrumental plumbing taps and 
mixers? 

1. tee 
2. cross-piece 
3. knee mounting 
4. american 

112.          Why is basalt fiber added to polypropylene pipe? 
1. to increase the cost of the pipeline 
2. in order for the pipe to withstand pressure of 20 atmospheres 
3. to reduce the linear expansion of the pipe when heated  
4. to provide for oxygen barrier that prevents penetration of air in the 
pipeline 

113.          Which of the following fittings can be mounted only in the horizontal plane? 
1. U-shaped filter 
2. through valve 
3. bleed screw 
4. spring-loaded back-flow valve 

114.          Which polypropylene pipe is better to be used for construction of pipelines 
for radiator heating? 

1. pipe made of pure polypropylene 
2. pipe reinforced with fiberglass on the outer layer of the pipe  
3. pipe with basalt fiber inside the pipe wall 
4. pipe reinforced with perforated aluminum on the inner wall of the pipe on 
the side of the thermal conductor 

115.          Which of the following types of polypropylene tubes has the slightest linear 
expansion when heated? 

1. pipe made of pure polypropylene 
2. tube reinforced with fiberglass 
3. tube reinforced with basalt fiber 
4. pipe reinforced with ceramic fiber 

116.          Which of the following types of polypropylene tubes has the most linear 
expansion when heated? 

1. pipe made of pure polypropylene 
2. tube reinforced with fiberglass 
3. tube reinforced with basalt fiber 
4. tube reinforced with aluminum 

117.          How is the polypropylene pipe sealed with a polypropylene fitting? 
1. by rubber ring 
2. at the expense of metal fitting cut into the pipe's thickness 
3. using polymeric glue 
4. wrapping the pipe in the fitting without the use of soldering and fluxes 

118.          At what indoor air temperature it is permissible to solder polypropylene 
pipes to form quality connection? 

1. - 200 degrees Celsius 
2. - 10 degrees Celsius 
3. - 5 degrees Celsius 
4. + 5 degrees Celsius 



119.          What can be neglected during polyphase welding of pipes and polypropylene 
fittings? 

1. temperature on the welding set 
2. times of heating of the pipe and fitting 
3. the depth of immersion of the molten pipe into the fitting  
4. none of the above 

120.          Can I use polypropylene pipes and fittings in the pipework of solid fuel 
boilers? 

1. yes, there are no restrictions 
2. so if the boiler is equipped with an automatic fan  
3. yes, but only in pipeline areas after3-way mixing valve and pump have 
been installed on the heating system 
4. No, the polypropylene pipe can not be used if the boiler is working on 
biomass 

121.          Which of the following devices is designed to provide a stabilized and 
uninterrupted supply of a gas boiler, even in the absence of voltage in the main 
network? 

1. voltage regulator 
2. voltage normalizer 
3. uninterruptible power supply 
4. gasoline voltage generator 

122.          Which type of battery is not preferred for use when operating a household 
linear interactive USB? 

1. AGM battery 
2. GEL battery 
3. lead-acid battery with liquid electrolyte 
4. multigel battery 

123.          Which device is sometimes necessary to use if it is necessary to ensure the 
efficiency of a gas boiler powered by an inexpensive gasoline generator?  

1. voltage regulator 
2. normalizer of voltage 
3. uninterruptible power supply 
4. voltage relay 

124.          Which device provides a stop to supply the network voltage in the event that 
the voltage exceeds the permissible limits? 

1. voltage relay 
2. thermal relay 
3. current relay 
4. power control 

125.          When connecting the europlug , what color of the conductor should be 
connected to the phase lead? 

1. brown 
2. blue 
3. yellow-green 
4. does not matter 

126.          What color of the conductor should be connected to a zero wire in the 
network when connecting the europlug ? 

1. brown 
2. blue 



3. yellow-green 
4. does not matter 

127.          When connecting the europlug , which color of the conductor should be 
connected to the grounding conductor on the network?  

1. brown 
2. blue 
3. yellow-green 
4. does not matter 

128.          What parameter of the electric network does not affect the efficiency of the 
gas boiler? 

1. voltage value 
2. current frequency 
3. form of alternating current sinewaves 
4. power cos phi of the main network f 

129.          What is the difference between one-and two-layer polyethylene water 
container made in Ukraine? 

1. two-layer container can withstand greater pressure of water 
2. the two-layer container of any shape can be buried underground without 
concrete fences 
3. two layer container  has a protective barrier for ultraviolet to avoid 
development of bacteria in the water 
4. two-layer container can work with water up to 100 degrees Celsius  

130.          How are the pressure pipelines connected to the polyethylene container to 
provide for water intake? 

1. pipes are soldered to the container 
2. pipelines can be glued to a container with polymeric glue  
3. pipelines should be connected using the metal fitting cut into the container  
4. through flare joint  using rubber seals 

131.          What is the name of household sanitary device in which it is possible to mix 
cold and hot water to obtain water of the required temperature before delivery to the 
consumer, and the mixing proportions are regulated by the consumer himself? 

1. ball valve 
2. balancing valve 
3. mixer 
4. pressure regulator 

132.          Which of these mixers is rarely found built-in in the wall? 
1. shower mixer 
2. mixer for bidet 
3. bathroom mixer  
4. kitchen mixer 

133.          What is the name of a part of the mixer intended to limit the leakage of 
water from the spout  and air saturation of the water stream? 

1. diverter 
2. tap valve 
3. cartridge 
4. aerator 

134.          What is the name of the part of mixer designed to switch the flow of water 
from the spout to the shower hose? 

1. diverter 



2. cartridge 
3. tap valve  
4. aerator 

135.          What is the name of the part of mixer, in which there is a mixing of streams 
of water, and the user changes the proportion of admixing by turning mixer’s handle? 

1. diverter 
2. cartridge 
3. tap valve 
4. aerator 

136.          What is name of fitting by which the wall bathroom faucet is connected to 
the pipelines? 

1. eccentric 
2. diverter 
3. aerator 
4. bottom valve 

137.          What is the name of the decorative part of the wall mixer that hides the 
connection of the pipelines to the mixer? 

1. eccentric 
2. plate 
3. extension cord 
4. locknut 

138.          What is the name of the part of the mechanism, which is mounted in the 
draining neck of the washbasin, which allows to close or open the hole of the water 
discharge  from the sink into the sewer by pressing the lever?  

1. diverter 
2. eccentric 
3. bottom valve 
4. aerator 

139.          What is the name of the type of mixer by which the user specifies not the 
admixing proportion but by turning the mixer knob sets the desired value of water 
temperature? 

1. touch mixer 
2. ceramic mixer 
3. thermostatic mixer 
4. mixer with tap valve  

140.          What is the name of the type of mixers in which the connection of the 
pipelines and the entire  admix mechanism are mounted in the wall? 

1. wall mixer 
2. hidden installation mixer 
3. invisible mixer 
4. touch mixer 

141.          Which of these pipe lagging has the least heat loss? 
1. Foamed polyethylene lagging with a thickness of 6 mm. 
2. Lagging with rubber thickness 6 mm. 
3. Corrugation with diameter 2 mm larger than the diameter of the pipe 
4. 1 mm thick high density polyethylene film. 

  
142.          What type of insulation should be glued to the pipe to be more efficient? 

1. mineral wool heat insulation  



2. rubber heat insulation  
3. heat insulation made of foamed polyethylene with closed pores 
4. heat insulation made of basalt cylinders 

143.          What kind of heat insulation for a pipe cannot be poured into a concrete 
screed without additional protection? 

1. rubber heat insulation 
2. insulation of foamed polyethylene  with open pores 
3. insulation of foamed polyethylene with closed pores 
4. corrugation for the pipe 

144.          What is name of tape mounted along the perimeter of the room with 
installed floor heating? 

1. damping  tape 
2. diffraction tape 
3. corrugated foil insulation 
4. foam tape 

145.          Which type of heater is desirable to use when installing a heat-insulated 
flooring to achieve the effect of maximum insulation of the floor?  

1. reflective film 0,1 mm 
2. foil insulation 10mm 
3. izolon 15 mm 
4. extruded polystyrene foam 30 mm. 

146.          What should not be added to a concrete screed when installing a warm floor 
system? 

1. polystyrene foam balls  
2. softener 
3. polypropylene fiber 
4. coil mesh 

147.          How to cut a metal pipe and cut the chase in the wall? 
1. by deburring tool 
2. by anchor 
3. by angle grinder 
4. by pipe wrench 

148.          What is the name of an electromechanical device designed to create holes in 
concrete? 

1. screw-driver 
2. angle grinder 
3. perforator 
4. drill 

149.          Which of the following devices can not make a deep hole of round shape in 
the material? 

1. screwdriver 
2. angle grinder  
3. perforator 
4. drill 

150.          Which device is intended for aligning sanitary appliances based on a 
standard horizontal or vertical mark? 

1. stylus 
2. level 
3. tape-measure 



4. screw-driver 
151.          Which device is designed to protect the respiratory system when performing 

assembly and dismantling works with concrete? 
1. earplugs 
2. glasses 
3. respirator 
4. inhaler 

152.          Which tool is used to increase the inside diameter of the pipe made of cross-
linked polyethylene before connecting the pipe with fitting?  

1. Flat iron 
2. Extender ( Calibrator ) 
3. Tongs  
4. Jemmy 

153.          Which sewage fitting is designed to let air into sewage pipelines when 
flushing the water in a toilet or washbasin? 

1. automatic air relief 
2. anti-vacuum valve 
3. dearator 
4. air separator 

154.          What is the name of a fitting, which allows to arrange for quick access inside 
the sewage pipelines in order to carry out a visual inspection or purge of pipes from 
clogging? 

1. cleanout pipe 
2. reduction 
3. taper 
4. bottle 

155.          What is the name fitting designed for connecting sewer plastic pipes of 
different diameters? 

1. cleanout pipe  
2. reduction 
3. cross-piece 
4. taper 

156.          What is the name of the fitting, which is intended for the transition from cast 
iron sewer pipes to polymer? 

1. кeduction 
2. bottle 
3. taper 
4. cross-piece 

157.          Which device is designed to provide sewage waste movement only in one 
single direction? 

1. check valve 
2. air-inlet valve 
3. 2-way seated valve 
4. 3-way switching valve 

158.          What is the name of the device for the in-line heating of hot water using 
natural gas as an energy carrier? 

1. flow-type calorifier  
2. dynamic 
3. collector 



4. convector 
159.          What is the name of a device that burns natural gas for indoor air heating, 

but is not does not use heat carrier for the heat transfer process?  
1. flow-type calorifier  
2. collector 
3. convector 
4. boiler 

160.          What kind of convectors do not exist? 
1. gas convector  
2. electric convector  
3. floor convector  
4. ceiling convector 

161.          What is the name of household in-line gas heater with natural gas 
combustion products are fed into a separate passive channel and transported through 
it due to temperature differences? 

1. flue gas heater 
2. electric boiler 
3. parapet gas heater 
4. turbo gas heater  

162.          What is the name of household appliance for water heating in continuous 
flow mode using natural gas as an energy carrier, which is allowed to be mounted in a 
9-storey multi-apartment building ? 

1. Flue gas heater  
2. smokeless gas heater  
3. turbo gas heater 
4. turbo boiler 

163.          What kind of gas boilers do not exist? 
1. single-loop boiler 
2. 2 -loop boiler 
3. condensing boiler 
4. pyrolysis boiler 

164.          What is the name of gas boiler able to heat both hot water and heat 
conductor  in the heating system? 

1. single-loop  boiler 
2. two-loop boiler 
3. turbo boiler 
4. condensing boiler 

165.          Which of the following types of gas boilers has the highest efficiency?  
1. conventional boiler 
2. turbo boiler 
3. flue boiler 
4. condensing boiler 

166.          Which of the following types of gas boilers can not operate in the absence of 
electricity in the network? 

1. parapet boiler 
2. flue boiler 
3. condensing boiler 
4. floor-standing boiler 



167.          Which of the following boilers is most sensitive to the quality of the heat 
conductor in the heating system? 

1. single-loop boiler 
2. boiler with bi-thermal heat exchanger 
3. boiler with built-in boiler 
4. boiler with two separate heat exchangers 

168.          What type of heating element is used in a conventional electric boiler? 
1. electric heating resistor 
2. cathode heating resistor 
3. thermoelectric heater 
4. water heater with anode rod 

169.          The electric current in an electrode electric boiler passes through 
1. the boiler body 
2. through the resistance of the nichrome wire 
3. through the coolant 
4. through the air around the heat exchanger of the boiler  

170.          What cannot be burnt by solid fuel boiler? 
1. wood 
2. coal 
3. pellet 
4. naphta residues 

171.          Which of these types of boilers can work without refill  for the longest period 
of time? 

1. long burning boiler 
2. pellet boiler 
3. pyrolysis boiler 
4. semi-pyrolysis boiler 

172.          Which boiler has  two clearly defined chambers with one chamber that heats 
fuel, and another chamber that burns created hot gases? 

1. long burning boiler 
2. pellet boiler 
3. pyrolysis boiler 
4. semi-pyrolysis boiler 

173.          What does the quality of the combustion process in the solid fuel boiler not 
depend on? 

1. the amount of air supplied to the boiler 
2. the moisture content of the firewood loaded into the boiler  
3. from the air temperature in the street 
4. from the grade of wood and the ratio of the mass of the bark to the mass of 
pure wood 

174.          When working in contaminated heating systems, how should the butterfly-
type fastener be mounted , if you look at the axle of the rod? 

1. vertically with fastener up 
2. horizontally 
3. handle down 
4. does not matter 

175.          What is the name of a valve mounted between a washing machine or a 
dishwasher and pipelines? 

1. instrumental valve  



2. bleed screw 
3. union 
4. butterfly-type valve 

176.          What temperature the thermostatic control valve installed on valve cannot 
respond to? 

1. the air temperature in the room 
2. the temperature of the heat conductor of the return water 
3. the temperature of the concrete screed  
4. air temperature in the street 

177.          What elements are not used when installing a sectional aluminum radiator 
with side connection of pipelines? 

1. Reducer bushing  
2. set of faucets  
3. rubber-impregnated fastener  
4. multiblocks 

178.          Which device is designed to accumulate water under pressure in domestic 
water supply systems? 

1. gel battery 
2. thermal battery 
3. hydraulic accumulator 
4. expansion tank 

179.          What is the name of the fitting used in the pipework of the pumping station 
accommodating the manometer, pressure relay, hydraulic accumulator and pipelines 
supplying water from the source, and supply to the consumer?  

1. cross-piece 
2. tee 
3. five-fold twin 
4. collector 

180.          What is the name of element designed for sealing of electrical connection 
which comes complete with bottom-hole pump and waterproof wire that supplies 
electric power from the grid? 

1. thermistor sleeve 
2. heat shrink sleeve 
3. thermosyphon sleeve  
4. anti-vibration sleeve 

181.          Which type of pump is recommended for use in order to arrange for water 
supply from the well? 

1. screw pump 
2. vibration pump 
3. centrifugal pump 
4. submersible pump 

182.          Which of the following pump types consumes the least amount of electrical 
energy to maintain its operation? 

1. circulation pump 
2. recirculation pump 
3. sewage pump 
4. wellpump 

183.          What method of connecting pipelines to a steel radiator is considered 
standard? 



1. side connection with top feed  
2. side connection with bottom feed  
3. diagonal connection with bottom feed  
4. bottom connection with connection on different sides 

184.          What should I do when selecting a radiator for the low temperature heating 
system? 

1. to consider the width of the window 
2. to consider the height from the floor to the window sill 
3. to consider the air temperature in the room 
4. to consider the thermal power of the radiator with a small heat output  

185.          What type of steel radiator has only 1 water channel?  
1. the 11th type 
2. the 12th type 
3. the 22nd type 
4. the 33th type 

186.          Which radiator is recommended for installation  on a centralized heating 
system? 

1. bimetallic radiator 
2. aluminum radiator 
3. steel panel radiator 
4. copper-aluminum radiator 

187.          What is the name of device for transferring thermal energy from one 
environment to another? 

1. circulation pump 
2. air conditioner 
3. heat pump 
4. solar collector 

188.          Which marks are on the XLPE pipe with cross links in the material created for 
the account of electron bombardment of the pipe? 

1. PEX-a 
2. PEX-b 
3. PEX-c 
4. PERT 

189.          What filter is used to clean the odor of chlorine from the water?  
1. coal filter 
2. polyphosphate filter 
3. magnetic filter 
4. precipitation filter 

190.          Which filter provides the most efficient cleaning of drinking water? 
1. reverse osmosis filter 
2. pitcher filter 
3. filter with capillary membrane 
4. installation of water purification plant  

191.          For installation of which device there is no need to obtain permissive 
documentation? 

1. gas heater 
2. electric boiler 
3. gas convector 
4. condensing boiler 



192.          What is the phenomenon of sucking out of water from the hydraulic gate of 
the siphons of plumbing devices, when flushing the water in the toilet, if they are 
connected to one sewer pipe with poor ventilation of the soil pipe ? 

1. stratification 
2. siphonage 
3. thermosiphonage  
4. vacuuming 

193.          Which device prevents the water pressure rise in an electric boiler when it is 
heated ? 

1. Expansion tank 
2. Back and safety valve 
3. Thermostatic mixing valve 
4. Hydraulic pressure reducer 

194.          What substance is used for the procedure of ion exchange resin regeneration 
in cylindrical water treatment plants? 

1. purified food salt  
2. thermostatic mixing valve  
3. citric acid in granules 
4. polystyrene foam balls  

195.          What gas dissolved in the water can cause corrosion of aluminum radiators ? 
1. nitrogen 
2. oxygen 
3. chlorine 
4. carbon dioxide 

196.          Which of the following types of pipes will have the most thermal linear 
expansion? 

1. Metal-reinforced plastic pipe 
2. Polypropylene tube reinforced with basalt fiber  
3. Steel pipe 
4. XLPE pipe with membranous oxygen barrier  

197.          Which of the following types of pipes will have the least thermal linear 
expansion? 

1. Metal-reinforced plastic pipe 
2. Polypropylene tube reinforced with basalt fiber  
3. Steel pipe 
4. XLPE pipe with membranous oxygen barrier  

198.          What does the value of the linear thermal expansion of the pipe section not 
depend on? 

1. the material of the pipe 
2. the diameter of the pipe 
3. the temperature of the heat conductor  
4. Initial length of the pipe 

199.          Which bacteria from those inhabiting sealed septic tanks and cleaning 
domestic waste water can function without oxygen?  

1. Paramecium caudatum 
2. Aerobic bacteria 
3. Anaerobic bacteria 
4. Coliform bacillus 



200.          For the activity of which bacteria that finish cleaning of the domestic 
sewage in septic tanks of  aerobic cleaning the air is supplied by the compressor? 

1. Paramecium caudatum 
2. Aerobic bacteria 
3. Anaerobic bacteria 
4. Coliform bacillus 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

  

  

  





 





 

 
Исходный текст (украинский): 
стратифікація 
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